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ABSTRACT

/ A set of harmonic-oscillator states suitable for the represen

tation of the wave function of the bound states of a system of

three identical particles, is presented./The states, denoted as«7
, are an alternative to the more often emplo-

yed states IhtLn.i, L M ) , 2n,+1,+2n.t£* ̂  -» A+^i ""
m £ • mm •

2ri-I as V* , both being linear combinations of the orthonor-

mal harmonic-oscillator states In I n $ L M ^ realized in terms
a. a b b

of the two relative Jacobi vectors of the 3-body system. The coef_

ficients in the linear combination are explicitly given. The •

major difference between the two bases appears to be the fact

that, while the states fil4*f n L ^ L M J are orthogonal with respect

to all their indexes, the orthogonality property does not hold for

the indexes k,q of the states {Nl'fcQLMy • A basis dual or bior

thogonal to the basis jIVVkoLMy is introduced, thus allowing the

solution o£ the eigenvalue problem in the same form as in an ortho-

\ gonal basis* The connection of the new basis with some concepts of

the theory of invariants of algebraic forms, is mentioned.! As an
illustration of the possibilities of the states defined in this pa-

ifcu Alt ^fíU
per, we^apply tiiem in a variational determination of the lowes

12symmetric S state/ of C, in the model of three structureless

<X particles interacting through the Coulomb force plus a phenome

nological two-body ^



I. INTRODUCTION

A procedure widely used for the approximate determination of

the ground-state wave function of a bound few-particle system con

sist<; in the expansion of the state vector as a finite sum of har

«onic-oscillator states with undetermined coefficients whose O£

timal values are found by a variational method L 1^ • 1>he procedure

qivci also information about the lowest excited states of the sys

rem with the same quantum numbers as the ground state.

w>r the case of three identical particles,the foundations of

this technique have been developed in Ref.[lJ, and the results ob-

tained when the method is applied to the 3-nucleon system have been

reported, for instance, in Ref.[2J.

In the present note,we want to propose a basis of. harmonic-osci

llator states suitable for the analysis of the ground state of a

system of three identical particlesr and which is an alternative to

the basis discussed in Ref.[lj. Both bases will be confronted and

their characteristic aspects will be remarked. The new basis is pre

sented in Section 2, and then in Section 3 we use it for the appro-

ximate determination of properties of the low lying 0+ states of

12

C, this nucleus being considered as a system of three x parti-

cle interacting through phenomenological two-body forces.

In the remaining part of this section we give a brief review of
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the orthonormal, translationally invariant, symmetry adapted, har-

monic-oscillator basis of Ref.fll ,mostly with the purpose of fi-

xing the notation we are going tu use, and to readily compare with

the new basis introduced in Section 2.

In terms of the two Jacobi relative vectors of the 3-body sys-

tem, i.e.

(1.1)

and their canonically conjugate momenta 4»a h , boson creation

operators are defined by

P(± -ífr.) , «•<* ori. (1.2)

The states

(1.3)

constitute a complete orthonormal set of translationally invariant

harmonic-oscillator states with 2>l + l t 2'1,-Mi - (M quanta of
). *Â. b t

energy. In Eq.(l.3), the A's are normalization constants given in

Ref".[lJ;|O is the ground state and theli's are solid spherical hdr

monies coupled in (1.3) to a resultant angular momentum L and ma-
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gnetic quantum number M.

The adaptation of this basis to the Symmetric group s(3) is

most easily done in terms of states of the type (1.3) with tj

replaced by fl , and »} replaced by *j , where
Jf ~lfc -la.

^ (X.4)

These states are denoted by the round ket |nfff nJzL M y ,i.e.

(1.5)

and it is found [l] that the connection between the states (1.3)

and (1.5) is

where \-\>") is a standard harmonic-oscillator transformation brâ

cket (orMbrashinsketw) [3]. Algebraic expressions and computer pro

grams for this bracket are reviewed in Ref.[4j. Because of conser-

vation of energy, we must have in (1.6)

< 1 # 7 )

^
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r*he study of the behaviour o£ the states (1.5) under permuta-

tions leads to the conclusion £ ll that the normalized states with

permutational symmetry {iJC^rr.) » a**e

lai>z

tm ij

W
(1.8)

In the preceding formulas, Z is defined by the congruence rela-

tionship: (2nf-ff|»2f̂ "-lj)s r Itiod 3 ; alternatively we can say that

I is the "triality" of the number 2nf+Jt-2n2-i2 e N , - N « ^ »

where N f is the degree of the state (1.5) in the boson 71 ,

s * 1,2 . ***

Substituting (1.6) into (1.8)^we obtain the final expressions

for the translationally invariant and symmetry adapted harmonic-

oscillator states for 3-body systems. It is to be noticed that each

member of this basis is characterized by the physical quantum num-

bers L,M, and also by the labels I^iprt^j i4 » one of which can

be replaced by the number of quanta of energy N, owing to the rela

tionship (1.7). As all these labels are related with eigenvalues
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of some hermitian operators, the states (1.8) exhibit orthogonality

properties with respect to all their indices, i.e. the basis (1.5)

is an orthonormal basis.

In the next section, we discuss an alternative basis of harmo-

nic-oscillator states vhich is also translationally invariant ani

symmetry adapted, and we compare it with (l.6),(].8) pointing out

the possible advantages of one basis with respect to the other.

2. THE MONOMIAL BASIS

2a. Definition of the basis

In terms of the spherical components 11 ,11 , mxC ±1 of

the boson operators Tj > »j of (1.4), let us consij/r- the f--n< -

wing "elementary polynomials":

(2.1)

where the dot means scalar product,and the cross, vector product.

When applied on the ground state |0^ » each one of the 6 polynomials

(2.1) gives a harmonic-oscillator state of the type lM,Jf
r

of Bq.(1.5); namely

\00fiit\i)
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*->/3|01,0t,OO) .

The 6 polynomials (2.1) are not algebraically independent since the

following identity connects them:
2

2 z

n in--n)-dl )(n-n)-(n ^n-1],
(2.3)

The set of six polynomials in (2.1) constitute*a complete irr£

ducible system for polynomials in the bosons t| , >1 corresponding

to a number of quanta N in t] t S«i,2, a total angulctr moment urn
•* ..Is

L and a magnetic quantum number M = L; i.e. any 6-dimensional har-

monic-oscillator state with these quantum numbers can be written as

S\ )\0y where *A*l->fl )is a monomial product of powers of the

6 elementary polynomials in (2.1). The proof of this assertion is

based on some facts about the theory of invariants of algebraic

forms [5,6] , and will be presented in Appendix A.

We have thus the following complete set of translationally inva

riant harmonic-oscillator states:

(2.4)

l0>'V V to1 to'
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In this formula, N«tf+^ } »* t4x-Nz vhere N is the degree of

in the boson *| i SsitZj and because of the identity (2.3), £

is restricted to be either 0 or 1. When 6«0 »(N-L) is even,

and when 6s { , (N-L) is odd; we could call € the "duality"

of the number (N-L). The other two labels attached to* ,namely k

and q, are just two indexes that serve to distinguish between in-

dependent states having the same quantum numbers N,, Pt L . The ran

ge of the indexes in (2.4) is such that all exponents are non-ne-

gative integers.

Since the labels k,q in (2.4) are not related with eigenvalues

of any hermitian operator, states differing only in k or/anâ q are

not orthogonal. In order to save the advantages of an orthogonal

basis, we can define the basis dual to (2.4), denoted as

\Hvldll], and defined by [7]

f G " ^ |Mvfcq LL) , (2.5)f G ^
where C? is the matrix inverse of the non-singular Gram matrix

MM*

(j whose elements are [7]

~k",k - ("^VLLM^a) . (2.6)
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Prom the last two equations we deduce that

' fe'fe ft L L '

and so we have to deal with the usual eigenvalue problem if we t£

ke matrix elements of operators between a member of the basis (2.4)

and a member of the dual basis (2.5). Expressions for the elements

of the matrix %y in the case when L = 0, are obtained in Appendix

B. Hence we have explicitly available the dual basis (2.5) for the

problem that will b2 considered in Section 3.

The set of oscillator states defined in (2.4), which we call

the monomial basis, is the new set that we propose as an alternate

ve to the basis (l.5). It remains still to be seen what is the be-

haviour of the states (2.4) under permutations of the three bodies,

and also to express them as a linear combination of the states (1.3)

since in this last basis we can avail of standard procedures to eva_

luate matrix elements of operators (cf. Ref.£l,3j). We discuss the

se two aspects in the following subsection.

2b. Further properties of the Monomial Basis

According to Ref.fl], under the permutations (1,2) and (1,2,3)

we have



I
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From here we deduce that (i|«t| ) is invariant under any permuta-

tion; that 6|*»| ). changes sign under (1,2) and remains unaltered

under (1,2,3); and that, moreover,

• • * MK mm M ^ "" • • • f̂c . . # » _ - •

(2.9)

With the help of these results, we find the action of the permu-

tations (1,2) and (1,2,3) on a state of the monomial basis (2.4),

namely,

(2.10)

Then, by an analysis along the same lines of Chapter 17 of Ref.

[ij, we come to the conclusion that the monomial states (2.4) with

permutational symmetry(f}(r) , are

? .J

tt<Kiii)
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if z«

(2.11)

where X is the "triality" of y , i.e. \fS V mod3. These results

are the analog of (1.8) for the orthonormal basis.

Finally, we turn to the determination of the coefficients in

the expansion of a monomial state (2.4) in terms of the orthonor

mal basis (1.3), i.e. the C's in the formula

which is the analog of the expansion (1.6) in the usual approach.

As is well krovm £8] , the C's do not depend on M.

In Appendix C,we describe the seeps leading to these coeffici

ents, and we quote here the find result:

A r

feV 2 ' L 2k'~L (ZL-2 k " (2L-2«'M
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where M;» i(fe-ia-fib J - ^ - M ^

In this formula the /j'i are some integer numbers defined in Appen

dix C; the last two factors are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of

the Gaunt type which have no internal sum, and W is a Racah coef

ficient which, for 6 * 0 is of the stretched type and thus neither

it has any internal sum. When G±i , W is "almost stretched" and

then it is a sum of two terms.

Formula (2.13) should be contrasted with the harmonic-oscilla-

tor transformation bracJcetf3,4] which appears in the usual case of

Eq#(l.6). Also it may be worth to mention that the coefficient C

Of Bq.(2.13) simplifies for low values of L> e.g. in rhe case L - 0,

to be considered in the next section, the coefficient has a single

sum.

For illustrative purpose/we examine in the following section

a physical 3-body system with the help of the basis we have been
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in this section*

3. THE O+ STATES OF 12C

In this section, we use the model that describes the nucleus

12

C as being formed by three structureless or particles interac-

ting through the Coulomb force plus a two-body force. We suppose

the latter is described by the Ali-Bodmer phenomenological poten-

tial £9 J. We want to determine the binding energy of the system,

taking as an approximation to the vave function of the ground st«a

te a superposition of harmonic*oscillator states of the monomial

basis discussed in Section 2, truncated to a certain number of

quanta of energy.

As the a-particle is a spinless boson, the vave function has

permutational symmetry (3}(1li), and from known experimental data

it has L « o. Thus, the components of the ground-state vave func-

tion are, in the notation of Eq.(2.1l),

(3.1)

with N m even integer; v*<\6,12,..., é[N/é] ; ^- 0,1.1,

We note that for the L« 0 states, k is not an independent label,

in fact> fe*y+4i}, . The vave function constructed with the sym

metric S states (3.1) has already the correct positive parity of

$aN
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12
the physical ground state of C.

The state dual to (3.1) is, according to the results of Appen

dix B,

(3.2)

,H

(3.3)

Tb* general expansion coefficient given in *q.(2.13) simpli-

fies, in the case t« 0, to

Z 4 k
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^Vr, n.r).}
(3.4)

We have thus available all the necessary ingredients to cons-

truct the aatrix of the Hamiltonian operator of the system with

respect to the nixed basis of the states (3.1) and their duals

(3.2). The energy contains the internal kinetic energy plus the

Coulomb potential energy and the two-body phenomenological poten

tial of Ali-Bodroer

^ (3 5)

with the parameters given in Table I.

Defining the intrinsic hamiltonian as being the total hamil-

tonian minus the kinetic energy associated with the motion of the

center of mass of the system, we can write it as

where /-/ is the harmonic-oscillator hamiltonian (in the coordi-o

nates X. and J») and the term inside the brackets in (3.5) is the

internal kinetic energy. Now, to obtain the matrix elements

, ve observe that HQ is diagonal contributing

with (N+3)tf(*> and the other contributions can be evaluated by
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means of the formula

«If
(3.7)

In this equation, W ^ are oscillator quantum numbers affec-

ting the coordinates X'4 and -C^ . The values they may assume ar\

restricted by the total number of quanta in the approximation. The

"reduced" matrix element that appears in the RHS side of Bq.(3.7)

can be evaluated in terms of Talmi integrals as described in refe-

rences^] and ̂  and are given explicitly in Ref.[lOJ for the poten-

tials that appear in (3.6).

The diagonalization of the non-symmetric energy matrix cons -

trueted in a basis truncated to 8 quanta (dimension «11) has given

a binding energy of the system of -0.68 MeV. The first excited 0*

state appears at an energy AE* 9.13 MeV above the ground state .

At it should be (see Final Comments belov), these results agree

vitfi previous calculations with the same Ali-Bodmer potential

using standard harmonic-oscillator basis[io]. Nevertheless, the

present calculation is much simpler concerning computational work.
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Final Comments

A comparison of the coefficients involved in the calculation

of matrix elements of operators with respect to both the usual

orthonormal basis (1.5) and the monomial basis (2.4), shows, a

slightly greater simplicity of the coefficients in the second ba

sis, for L » o and for low values of L as veil. This opens the pos

sibility of performing on those 3-body systems in which these low

angular momenta are most relevant, computations in a harmonic-os-

cillator basis at a larger scale than has been possible up to now

using the traditional basis (1.5).
»

Ve vant to point out that the eigenvalues of the energy matrix

obtained by the method indicated in this section, are identical to

those obtained in the conventional analysis that uses the orthonor-

mal basis |Rfl| n I L M / , provided that one employs in both ca

ses all the states up to a given number of quanta of energy. In

fact, under these circumstances we have the relationship

H - S JC S (3#8)

between the real hermitian energy matrix £, in tne orthonormal basis,

and the real non-symmetrical energy matrix ji. in the monomial ba-

sis discussed in this section. The proof of (3.8), as well as the

explicit form of the matrix 3 , will be presented in Appendix B.
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Appendix A

We give in this appendix the proof that the states

of Eq.(2.4) with non-negative integer exponents in each elementa-

ry polynomial (2.1), constitute a complete set of harmonic-oscil-

lator states with ^(M+v) quanta of energy in the boson fj ,

quanta in tl , and a total angular momentum L with highest

projection along the Z axis. We recall first some concepts from the

theory of covariants of algebraic forms £5,6] .

Consider the binary quadratic form

•

Suppose a non-singular linear transformation

(A. 2)

is performed on the variables x,y. An algebraic expression like

is called a covariant of index A of the ground binary quadratic

form (A.I), if under the transformation (A.2) the following rela-

tionship is fulfilled:

(Dtt M ) Kfe;*,g). (A 4)

The Q\ art functions of A, and of the parameters of the transforma-

tion N .
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The coefficients S(4) and S. (a) in (A. 3) are homogeneous poly-

nomials in the coefficients QfitaltCL2 of the ground form f, all of

them vith the sane degree; let us indicate vith N this degree. In

particular, the leading coefficient, i.e. Sfa,), is called the se-

mihvariant of !({*;*£)» If S(a) is knovn, there is a veil defined

method to generate the whole covariant K starting from its seminva-

riant

Semivariants related to a ground form binary quadratic have the

following properties

icO 4 i

Properties similar to these are possessed by seminvariants associa-

ted to a ground binary form of degree higher than two f6J.

An essential result is this field, called the Gordan-Hilbert

Basis Theorem £éj, states that for any ground form there exists a

finite fundamental system of covariants in terms of which every co-

variant can be expressed integrally and rationally. The members of

the fundamental system, K^Kg,..., K , are linearly independent but

not necessarily algebraically independent, i.e. there can exist one

or more rational integral functions T V ^ v ^ / " v ^ C ) * ^ «called
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sysygies; however, no one of them allows any K. to be expressed ra

tionally and integrally in teras of the other C*s. There is also a

finite fundamental system of syzygies, such that every syzygy is a

linear combination of members of the fundamental set with coeffi-

cients that are polynomials in K# .

tt is clear that the properties of covariants stated in the pre

ceding paragraph, are also properties of their leading coefficients,

i.e, for any ground form there exists a finite fundamental set of

seminvariants, and also a fundamental system of syzygies between them.

in all the foregoing discussion reference was made to a single

ground form. However, all the analysis can be extended to the case

of several independent ground forms [ 6]. In this regard, let us con

si der the problem of finding the seminvariants of a set of two ground

forms» both binary quadratics, and which we conveniently write as

The fundamental system of seminvariants for these ground fçrms is

known té]. It contains the following six members s

( A - 9 )

where a is a vectpr with spherical components (a. x^.b .) »and

similarly forfc; the dot means scalar product and the cross,vector

product, tt is also known C*J that there is only one independent s

zygy connecting the seminvariants above, namely,
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A [(ax W#] + (a )Vb)f (b, jVa-a)- 2a b, ia-W - 0.(A.10)

Bach one of the seminvar'iants in (A.9) satisfies equations ano

logous to those in (A,5,6,7). Taking account of the change of not£

tion between (A.l) and (A.8), each serainvariant in (A.9) is seen to

fulfill the equations

Da „ • ""' "• »b_. k (A.11)

2

with appropriate values of N ^ , H t 9 u) •

Suppose now that we want to obtain a six-dimensional harmonic-

oscillator state Jr fa, , *| /(©with N quanta of energy in the bo-

son n , & « i,2, and with total angular momentum L and magnetic

quantum number M • L. This state should satisfy the equations £ l_:

"1*1 lint ü« • * »r|ri l̂ rtf

(A.12»)

(A.13»)

Vn
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A comparison of these equations with those in the preceding para-

graphs , shows a complete equivalence of both systems under the cor

respondences

Jj * li O (A#14)

This» combined with the basis property of the members of a fundamen

tal set of seminvariants» leads us to the conclusion that the poly-

nomials (2.4) constructed with powers of the elementary solutions

(2.1) are a complete set of 6-dimensional harmonic-oscillator sta-

tes with quantum numbers R.»! » I* and with M « L. The existence of

the sysygy (2.3) is taken into account by restricting C in (2.4)

to be either 0 or 1.

APPBNDIX B

In this appendix we are going to deduce an analytic expression

"a-*"1

for the elements of the matrix t? , inverse of the overlap matrix

S of (2.6), and whose knowledge is required for the construction

of the dual basis according to (2.5), i.e.

(B.I)

Ve present the analysis only for the case L • C, and indicate how

to proceed in other cases.

V have discussed in this paper two complete bases of 6-dimen,
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sional oscillator states, namely, the orthonormal basis

of (l.J>), and the monomial basis |tf»fcçLMy obtained

from (2.4). We can, of course, express states of one of the basis

in terms of states of the other» i.e.

f * i ^ ) ^ (B.2a)

' | f l t ^ L M ) ^ (B.ab)

where 2^.^(tftvJ-1,, ̂ n,«j-(N-v)-ía , and the coefficients are reel.

Substituting (B.8b) on the right side of (B.2a) and using complete'

ness» we deduce .

Similarly, introducing (fi»2a) on the right side of (B.2fc>) and using

completeness;

These results express the fact that the matrix K is the inverse of
-4 *•

the matrix (X : Ot m M «

We claim that

ar,,> *.. (B.4)

In order to prove this i9 true, substitute in (B.l) and take the
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scalar product vith another monomial state; then

1 * J ^ («VfcyL'L'im^ u ;
0-

But, from (B.2b)

finally see that 5 ^ 0 ^ "^l fe'fe ft'ft appears on the

substituting this on the right side of (B.5)# summing first over

^q", then over J|> I* and using successively (B.3a),(B.3b), we

right-hand side of (B.5), thus proving that the "ansatz" (B.4) is

correct. Incidentally, the elements of the Oram matrix G , can be

expressed as in the right side of (B.6).

Our problem is thus reduced to the evaluation of the coeffi-

cients oi ' appearing in the expansion (B.2a). For the case

L * 0, starting from (1*5), using the addition theorem for the

spherical harmonics and the expression for a begendre polynomial

F (x) as a power series in x [ill , it is deduced immediately

that



o

.[ _ 2^1 1 _JH>\:.^)t. .

(B7(B»7)

Introducing this in (B.4) we obtain, after some transformations,

the expression for I"* given in (3.3).

For L ^ O one can obtain first the Gram matrix (B.6) using

Mi
an expression for p that will be deduced in appendix C,

rl ^ r
and then obtain V) by numerical inversion of «.7 .

We note that both the states \n%lt na ía LM^ } 2nt + lf •»•

a + í a s ti y or I NvfeoLMy , with N fixed,are bases for

the irreducible representation [tiOj of \)(p) classified, in the

first case, by the chain of subgroups

OfòoQfô, (B.8)
and in the second case by an analogous cbain in which the group

O ( 3 ) X O \y) is omitted. The formulas (B.2a,b) define the trans,

formation coefficients between these two bases of representation.

Let us denote, for the sake of brevity, the orthonormal states

a s I Pf f,y t and the monomial states as (koj . If H is an arbitra

ry operator, we obtain from (B.2a) and the fact that G G • i .
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vith summation over all repeated indexes. Introducing here the de-

finition of the dual states (B.l), the expression (B.6) for the ele

ments of the Gram matrix and using the orthogonality property

(B.le), we get finally

Recalling that 3 » X , we see that (i.9) is equivalent to (3.8)

vith S * « ,

APPENDIX C

The purpose of this appendix is to indicate the series of steps

through which we deduce the expression (8*13) for the coefficients

in the expansion of the monomial state i N ' ^ l L j in terms of

the states of the Jacobi orthonormal basis | >t t lu n^kb I .Ms •
 Tn*

first mentioned state can be written, tr/ introducing in Sq.(2.4)

the Jacobi bosons n 'i according to (1*4)» #s

L-n

,
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where Y\ - £(b-v)- 2o .

Let us define at this point an integer number to be denoted by

,p;yi) £12] and which is the coefficient of I J in
«6

the power series expansion of (jj-*-1) fa-*) » a a n d P being

non-negative integers, i.e.

* ot+B-n
W J cc.2)

A closed formula, and a recurrence relation for £k(of»^,n jare:

*>J ^r vw/W inJW (C.3a)

( c - 3 b )

tpsmax (O n-<jr), i#s Win (">?) and d , (^J i s the S0(3) re£
fr» Iff

where pma ( ) , # (>? ) ,
fr» Iff

resentation function for rotations by an angle 0 around the 1

axis [13] .

By using formula (C.2) three times in (C.l), we obtain on the

right side of (C.I) a linear combination of monomials like (2.4)

but expressed in terms of the Jacobi bosons n f t| $ instead of

J n . We write jChis result as

«»»raHflfnMainBmilH
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2

(C.4)

with H«|(fe-^-2a^n«i(à-V/)*2^/ . The remaining part of the

Analysis is, therefore, to perform explicitly the expansion (B.2b)

vith bosons tl a n , i.e. to find theP's in

(̂ îN/iyLLj. L ̂  (^h\\K\K L
 L> •

For this, let us consider first the case vhen €*0 • Using

the fact that

(C.6)

and ,
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(r1jV,

U (i)xU M
(C.7)

we can write

!íN-fci-2rtOÍ J a J «

(C.8)

Now, doing a recoupling of the four spherical harmonics above.and

using twice the formula £l3j

)

(C.9)

we obtain on the right side of (C.8) an expression that is easily

identified with (">| >t| ro(i
ni'bLLy of (C5)» thereby deducing that

the value of the coefficient p., f of (C.5) is, when €*Q *
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ri

, à(cio)
Combining (C5) and (C.4), with th« value of p given

above, we obtain, for tr-0 , the coefficient in the expansion

(2.12) given explicitly in (2.13). For the case é«*1 } the only

variant in the analysis is the use of

i
Í >

and the consequent replacement ot the term

appearing in (C.8) by the right side of' ('!«)* If,(') ) J
(Cll). Repeating the analysis as before, one is led again to formu

la (8.13) nov with 6ml .

3fc*í'
1
W
1
í-A»^a»*B*«*"*>««**fWW^»it *•*-«••»« *
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Table caption

Table I. Parameters of the Ali-Bodmer potential (3.5) used

is this paper.



Table I

I
0

2

4

V» (MiV)

475

320

10

0.7

0.7

0.7

\ Mi
- 130

- 130

- 130

0.475

0.475

0.475


